Answers below accompanying each question......pictures att‘d. (Some pics are from various models but the features will be the same for BJ8)

Hello,
I’ve got a few questions on the BJ8 carpet install. Not sure if it matters, but I’ve got a Moss kit.

1. Do the rear floor carpets under the front seats get cut around the runners? My rear seat carpet doesn’t have cutouts for the runners, but I’m assuming you cut the carpet around the seat runners, instead of bolting the seat runners on top of the carpet.

The rear carpets must be cut out very closely to the seat runners as shown in the picture. However, all the underlays are trapped under the seat runners, wood packing strips, black steel floor plates and black felt paper.

2. In the rear bulkhead area, does the center drip tray tube run behind the carpet, or on top of the carpet?

The carpet extends over the drain tubes on the BJ8. With old original carpet removed the picture att‘d shows how thoroughly the carpet and the drain tube were glued down.

3. In the rear seat area, is the vinyl and foam glued to the metal surround? Does it extend to the edge of the rear seat holes with the foam seal around the edge? It would seem the foam should be slightly smaller than the vinyl area in order to get a better seal by gluing the vinyl to the metal.

Yes, the foam is glued in place first, staying smaller than the seat openings. Then the vinyl is glued down and extends as shown in the pictures.
3. Was there carpet underlay between the transmission tunnel and the carpet, or just the tunnel and the carpet snapped over?

The underlay was originally glued to the under side of the gearbox cover carpet.